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TSA’s A2D Guidance:

Roadmap

October 2017

July 2019

February 2021

November 2021

December 2022January 2023March 2023

https://www.tsa-voice.org.uk/campaigns/digital-shift/interoperability-of-digital-tec-systems/
http://www.tsa-voice.org.uk/downloads/tsa301664_whitepaper_oct17_120917_online_version_only.pdf
https://www.tsa-voice.org.uk/campaigns/digital-shift/data-and-cyber-security-research-for-technology-enabled-care1/
https://www.tsa-voice.org.uk/campaigns/digital-shift/social-alarms-systems-from-analogue-to-digital/
https://www.tsa-voice.org.uk/tec-guidance/the-resilience-of-tec-monitoring-services/
https://www.tsa-voice.org.uk/tec-guidance/digital-social-alarm-protocol---guidance/
http://www.tsa-voice.org.uk/downloads/tsa_analogue_on_digital_installation___testing_guidance.pdf




Revision of the original document 
from last year

The End-to-End Resilience of 

Technology Enabled Care 

Solutions. V1.2 August 2023

This document gives guidance on what is required for the 
outputs from the SIG 8 and 10 deliverables.



Supporting documents of
The End-to-End Resilience 

Guidance 

https://www.tsa-voice.org.uk/tec-guidance/the-end-to-end-

resilience-of-technology-enabled-care-solutions/



Digital transition FAQ – What 
are the common queries & 

concerns?

What happens post 
2025 if analogue 

units are still in use? 

Charging policy for 
digital solutions, 
including SIM 

charges

Scheme upgrade 
options, what are the 
benefits/limitations to 

using a IP scheme 
connector? 

Battery back ups- do 
all telecare 

customers receive a 
battery back up unit?

Dual connectivity for 
devices

Device Management 
Platforms 

Process to follow in 
the event of an 

outage that impacts 
service delivery

Engagement with 
communication 

providers 



Telecommunications Charter



TSA’s response to 
Telecommunication Charter



Telecare Charter What are the 

key issues that need to be 

addressed?

ARC Dialled 
Numbers

On The Day 
Process

Battery Back Up

Testing of 
analogue 

telecare on 
digital lines

Communications

Data Sharing 
Agreements

Definition of 
Vulnerability

Identification of 
Comms Provider 

Lines

Upgrade to 
Digital ARC 
platforms

Phasing out of 
analogue 

equipment



Telecare Charter How can those issues be addressed?

ARC Dialled 
Numbers

• Provide CPs with 
the list of ARC 
numbers with 
Service Provider 
details for 
feedback

• Publicly identify 
non responders

On The Day 
Process

• Lobby for final 
agreement and 
publication of 
process

• A pause of 
transition in the 
home does not 
mitigate the risk 
from core network 
upgrade

Battery Back Up

• Mandate battery 
back up (min 4 
hours) for every 
telecare/vulnerabl
e user

• BBU maintained 
by CP

Testing of analogue 
telecare on digital 

lines

• Publish existing 
TSA / NHS TD 
report on testing

• Mandate monthly 
testing of 
analogue Telecare 
devices

Migration 
Communications

• Provide agreed 
communications 
from all Telecare 
Charter 
stakeholders 
jointly as to the 
commitments 
agreed

• Agree regional 
pilot transitions

Data Sharing 
Agreements

• Explore with 
Central 
Government to 
what extent DSA’s 
can be mandated 
within Telecare 

Definition of 
Vulnerability

• Agree definition of 
vulnerability

• Agree tiers of 
vulnerability based 
on living situation 
and medical 
conditions

Identify Comms 
Provider Lines

• Mandate all 
Service Providers 
to record (as much 
as possible) the 
CP that provides 
each service user 
telephone line

Upgrade to digital 
platforms

• ARCs to have the 
capability to 
accept digital calls 
on SIP trunks

Analogue phase out

• Conditions for 
tolerance of 
analogue alarms

• Set a date for the 
removal of 
analogue telecare 
equipment from 
the deployed 
telecare base of 
clients



The three key themes for ITEC 2024:

Enabling Personalised Outcomes:

ITEC 2024 is not just a conference but an evolving narrative of how care should be. At its core, 

proactive and preventative services will be critically examined. Our mission? Championing “people-

powered partnerships”. By delving into the world of co-production, we’ll unearth strategies and 

insights, navigating the intriguing realm of “the art of the possible”. Furthermore, we’ll facilitate in-

depth discussions surrounding business cases, including the TAPPI evaluation framework, and 

showcase real-world applications, spotlighting the transformative potential of TEC solutions.

Harnessing The Power Of Data:

Today, data is the heartbeat of innovation. At ITEC 2024, we’ll delve into its role as a tool for 

ensuring quality, safety, and crafting visionary guidance. Expect stimulating workshops and 

sessions that detail the symbiosis between people and partnerships, and the art of co-producing 

transformative data. And amidst this digital revolution, a tribute to our diligent workforce – the 

architects of this transformation – will be essential.

Transforming Knowledge Into Action:

Knowledge is powerful, but applying it is revolutionary. ITEC 2024 pledges to bridge that gap. We’ll 

illuminate the key enablers, demystify complex evaluation frameworks, and provide hands-on 

experiences, ensuring every attendee is equipped to traverse the path from knowledge to actionable 

strategies.





Headline Sponsors:

Two days with 
a gala dinner 
ticket from 

£469

Single day 
tickets from 

£205

As previously revealed, the title for the 2024 ITEC Conference is Empowering 

Peoples Lives: Transforming Futures Through Knowledge, Innovation and 

Action

ITEC 2024 will give you the answers. Enjoy a packed two-day programme of 

inspiring speakers, practical workshops, live feedback, networking opportunities 

and real-life experience.

Early Bird Bookings Extended Until 7 February: 
www.itecconf.org.uk 

Early Bird 

Rates

http://www.itecconf.org.uk/


Digital Voice
The digital home phone switch over



The whole of our industry (not just BT) is upgrading 

to digital phone lines, by December 2025.

Some parts of the network are over 100 years old. As 

a result, parts are now scarce and the network itself 

is very power hungry and no longer fit for purpose.

The UK’s landline telephone network is 
being decommissioned



It’ll connect everyone now and 
into the future with a more resilient, sustainable and 
energy-efficient digital phone service.

This is a once-in-a-
generation upgrade



Step 3

Step 2

Step 1

It’s just changing. For most customers, the upgrade will 
be as simple as connecting your home phone handset 
to a router rather than the phone socket on the wall.

BT’s new service is called Digital Voice.

The good news is, the 
landline isn’t going away



3-way calling, connecting people with multiple 

family members or friends

Enhanced scam protect features, protecting 

customers from fraud

Crystal clear call quality, when talking to others on 

Digital Voice

There are lots of 
benefits to Digital Voice

Keep the same number, minimising impact on 

the customer

Move to Digital Voice for the same price

99% of phones will work on the Digital Voice 

platform



The charter of commitments for customers with Telecare 
Communications Providers must:

1. Not undertake any non-voluntary migrations, until they have full confidence they are taking all possible steps to 
protect vulnerable people through the migration process.

2. Not migrate Telecare users without CP’s, the customer, or the telecare company confirming they have a compatible 
and functioning telecare solution in place.

3. Work to provide battery backup solutions that go beyond the Ofcom minimum of 1 hour of continued access to 
emergency services in the event of a power outage.

4. Collectively work with Ofcom and Government to create a shared definition of ‘vulnerable’ customer groups that 
require greater support, specific to the digital landline migration.

5. Conduct checks on customers who’ve already been migrated to ensure they don’t have telecare devices we were 
unaware of, and if they do, ensure suitable support is provided.



Landline-only customers, 
who do not have broadband 
with any provider

Elderly customers over 
75

Customers with 
Healthcare pendants or 
alarms

Customers with 
additional needs or a 
disability

No mobile phone signal 
in the home

1. Protecting vulnerable customers:

Around two million of our customers are more dependent on their home phone line and may feel more anxious 
about making the switch. No one will be left disconnected

We’ve excluded vulnerable customers from our non-voluntary migrations since we restarted the programme.

Engineer visits

Resilient solutions
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2. Telecare compatibility:

• We’ve been working with the Telecare industry since 2017 and Telecare 
providers have tested their kit for compatibility with DV in our test labs

• We’ve been working with Telecare Providers and Local Authorities 
across the UK on Data Sharing Agreements, to give confidence in 
knowing which customers have Telecare and require more support. 

• Central Government now looking at how they can assist with the need 
for data sharing, as all stakeholders agree it’s essential.

• Customers, or a family member that acts on their behalf, can call us at 
any time to inform us that they have a Telecare service, so the relevant 
flag can be put against their account. 

• We’re trialling Openreach engineers connecting and testing Telecare 
devices after an FTTP installation, in the Spring. 



Hybrid phones with built-in 
batteries, which switch to 
mobile network connection 
when necessary.

Most suitable for customers with 
mobile signal. These will be 
offered to all vulnerable 
customers for free.

Battery 
back-up units (BBUs).

Most suitable for customers 
that do not have mobile 
signal. These will be offered to 
all vulnerable customers for 
free.

3. Battery Backup:
Both these options exceed the OFCOM regulation which states that batter backup solutions must 
provide a minimum of an hour talk time.



• We put flags against our customers' accounts, based on several 
vulnerabilities including:

• Visual impairment

• Hearing impairment

• Registered disability 

• Telecare user 

• Customers can self-identify these vulnerabilities with us, as can their 
nominated third party who is able to talk to us on their behalf.

4. Collective view of Vulnerable customers 



Bringing Industries together

Telecare Advisory Board sat for the first time on 29th January with senior 
representatives from:

- Telecommunications providers

- Telecare Providers

- Telecare governing bodies

- Central and Local Government

All parties aligned on the complexity and need for PSTN closure and the need for 
action to protect residents with Telecare. 

Multiple working groups occurring between now and March TAB, focussing on Data 
sharing, Vulnerability definition, National campaign
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5. Retrospective checks:

• We’re periodically going out to our customer base via various forms of communication, to remind them:

➢ To regularly test their Telecare device
➢ To ensure they have the right equipment
➢ To check whether they need any more support





Digital Switchover 
Update

13/02/2024

TSA Virtual Surgery : 6 Feb 2024



Managed Migration of  Customers

13/02/2024 Public 28

• VM Programme based on a rolling switch upgrade programme
• Switches will be moved from analogue to digital voice between now and 2025
• Differs from Openreach network – that is a product withdrawal on 31 Dec 2025
• Each VM switch will have a decommission date – originally provided in 2022 and now updated 
• The migration of customers on a switch will happen during the year in advance of the decommission date 
• Customer will be notified at least 3 months in advance and multiple comms channels are used
• Vulnerable customers get Emergency Back Up Line (EBUL) to allow voice calls in power / network outage
• EBUL does not back up any third party devices    
• Committed to working with telecare stakeholders to ensure maximum support: 

• Pre-identification through ARC checks
• Data Sharing Agreement 

• Increasing comms to drive further awareness (local media trials under way)
• Working together as an industry to ensure maximum understanding of this necessary change.  



Update on Government Charter 

13/02/2024 Public 29

In December 2023, the Secretary of State met with CPs to agree a charter to ensure best practice in relation 
to migrations to Digital Voice

The aim of the charter is to ensure that vulnerable customers, and especially telecare users, are treated as 
safely as possible during the migration 

Currently, all non-voluntary migrations (where a customer has not agreed to move to Digital Voice) are 
paused.  

The following CPs are listed on the Gov.UK website as having  signed the Charter: 

The Charter is published at Public Switched Telephone Network charter - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)

BT VMO2 Sky

TalkTalk Vodafone Shell Energy

KCOM

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/public-switched-telephone-network-charter/public-switched-telephone-network-charter


13/02/2024 Public 30

• We, as Communications Providers, commit to the following:

• 1. We will not undertake any non-voluntary migrations to digital landlines, until we have full 
confidence that we are taking all possible steps to protect vulnerable people through the migration 
process.

• 2. No telecare users will be migrated to digital landline services without us, the customer, or the 
telecare company confirming that they have a compatible and functioning telecare solution in place.

• 3. Where battery back-up solutions are provided, we will work to provide solutions that go beyond 
the Ofcom minimum of 1 hour of continued, uninterrupted access to emergency services in the 
event of a power outage.

• 4. We will collectively work with Ofcom and Government to create a shared definition of ‘vulnerable’ 
customer groups that require greater support, specific to the digital landline migration.

• 5. We will conduct additional checks on customers who have already been non-voluntarily migrated 
to ensure they do not have telecare devices we were unaware of, and if they do, ensure suitable 
support is provided.

Public Switched Telephone Network charter –
Published 18 December 2023



Update on Activities 

13/02/2024 Public 31

• A key area is identification of telecare customers, and cooperation with local authorities is a key enabler of this –
DHSC and DSIT have written to all English Local Authorities stressing that cooperation with the telecommunications 
industry is vital.  

• ARC numbers are vital in being able to pre-screen customer lists for telecare users.  A centralised list was produced in 
2022; this is being reviewed to improve its accuracy. Cooperation on this is key.

• Data Share Agreements (DSA) can enable the sharing of telephone numbers of telecare service users. BT and VMO2 
have drafted DSAs and have a number in place with LAs and other key Stakeholders including in the telecare industry. 

• Migrations policies are currently under review to ensure we meet all charter requirements. 

• Migration switch closure dates will be further reviewed as they may change in light of the migration pause and any 
policy changes. 

• Migrations may still occur where a customer’s telephone service needs to be migrated due to a fault on their existing 
service

• New customers will still join on Digital Voice services

• Charter covers consumer customers – business lines not covered. 



Thank you
tim.mulrey@tsa-voice.org.uk

ALLIP@tsa-voice.org.uk

mailto:tim.mulrey@tsa-voice.org.uk
mailto:ALLIP@tsa-voice.org.uk
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